The developer’s champion?

When a suburban-style auto mall was proposed for Wells Street,
Alderman Daley supported the developer. Residents were forced
to spend $15,000 of their own money to “Slam the Breaks” on the
project. Even then, she sided with the developer...why?

It took over 500 residents protesting on their own behalf
to get the Alderman to even think about listening to them.
Over 67% of Alderman Daley’s contributions are from real
estate interests and businesses. Who do you think she is
standing up for?
You deserve an Alderman who will stand with you from the
beginning, a true community advocate. Michele Smith will
stand up for you, not developers. She’s a true champion for your interests. You’ll know
where she stands. Every time.

Elect Michele Smith
in the April 17th run-off election.

For more information, visit www.michelesmith.org
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“Traffic’s coming next”
Real estate developers are planning new shopping malls bordering North and Clybourn as big as the largest suburban malls. Alderman Daley has not lifted one finger to stop them. If you want
to know why, just look at who is paying for her campaign…

Over 67% of Alderman Daley’s contributions are from real
estate interests and businesses. And every time, she stands
with the developers and against the needs of ward residents.
We are in traffic gridlock already. We cannot afford another
four years of uncontrolled development. Michele Smith will
stand up for you, not developers. She is a true champion for
the neighborhood and will fight to protect us.

Elect Michele Smith
in the April 17th run-off election.
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The Alderman Who Cried “Wolf!”
Once upon a time, there was an Alderman
named Vi. Vi cried, “Michele lives outside the
ward!” The town’s people learned instead Michele
has lived here for 26 years. Alderman Daley was
just crying wolf.
Vi cried, “Michele destroyed healthcare benefits at
Navistar!” The town’s people learned instead that
Michele saved retiree benefits. Alderman Daley
was again crying wolf.
Now Vi’s losing her race for Alderman. The
more the town’s people look, the more they
want a change. So Vi’s crying wolf again, this
time about Michele Smith’s campaign...

How can you believe her? Alderman Daley says she works to
reduce housing density, but then approves the tallest highrise in Lincoln Park in 20 years.
Alderman Daley says she stopped a 5-story automall on a
pedestrian street, but it was 500 residents who hired an
attorney to halt it.
Alderman Daley says she supports you, but 67% of her more than half–million dollar
election campaign is bankrolled by bars, real estate developers and businesses.
Tired of Alderman Daley crying wolf? Vote for change. Vote for Michele Smith.

Elect Michele Smith
in the April 17th run-off election.
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